
Dear Congregation –

We would like to THANK YOU VERY MUCH for your help and support during our

difficult time. We are so THANKFUL for your care and generosity which has

helped us make our transition into a temporary home much easier.

We were able to secure a two-bedroom apartment in Granby.

As we move into a temporary home, we feel as though we are moving one step

forward and are able to begin to think and talk about what happened in our life

that led to where we are.

It is hard to comprehend what happened that day when our house burned down.

Everything happened so fast; we were not thinking, only reacting to the situation

at hand. We were determined that we were going to put out the fire but did not

realize that in reality the fire escalated so quickly and spread so widely throughout

the house to make that mission impossible. There were so many good samaritans

and neighbors that rushed in and pulled us away from the fire; it is their clear

mind that helped us stay safe from the fire. The garage stored a variety of things

that fueled the fire, so by the time we were advised to move the car out of the

garage, it was too late. The garage door would not open, and we literally watched

the car burn. Like everything in the house, we watched it disappear in front of our

eyes.

The fire truck had arrived shortly after the 911 call was placed. 7 fire trucks came

- 4 were parked on the street and 3 others were parked on the mountain road.

The brave firefighters were equipped with fire gear and jumped into action. We

watched the flames slowly extinguish; the feeling of hope that the house could be

saved lingered. The invisible “hot spots” continued to threaten the house, but

with the firefighters trained eyes and patience, they were able to spot them and

put out every each one of them. By the time the fire was totally seized, 80% of

the house was burned and the other 20% had severe water damage. Most of the

contents in the house were burned, and the unburned contents had either severe

smoke or water damage. We tried to salvage some photos that we took over the

past 29 years; some were unsalvageable, some we hope to be able to keep. We

are THANKFUL for the Simsbury firefighters bravery, courage and kindness, under

the leadership of James and fire marshal Patrick. We were prepared by them for

what to do after the fire, who to call, and what to follow up. There were tons of



things we needed to do to get the process going, and could have never done so

properly without their guidance.

We can’t speak enough of our neighbor’s care and kindness. One of the neighbors

was a doctor. She pulled me to the side and checked my face to make sure there

was no present damage. We were also offered places to stay. The tears, hugs,

and holding hands gave us tremendous mental support, and helped us feel that

we were not alone. Our neighbor Michael and Megan took our dog – Lilly in

during the firefighting, and offered food and clothing for us to continue to live on

while we lost everything. Megan continued her support and became a voice and

coordinator for people who wanted to support us. As the night went on and we

were waiting for the insurance company to secure the house, there were many

good neighbors who stopped by and dropped off pizza and offered condolences.

Our neighbor Joseph and Louise dropped off water, Gatorade, protein powder,

and clothing. We are THANKFUL to be in this neighborhood, and THANKFUL to be

part of this community.

We received tremendous support from our congregation – St. Matthew Church in

Avon at Lovely Street. Under the leadership of Pastor Julie, the congregation

prayed for us, for our loss, for our recovery and our continuing wellbeing and

future of our life. We are THANKFUL for the prayers, the kindness and the

support from our congregation.

We had a tremendous amount of memories in that house. We moved in on

6/30/2000 where Doug began to attend Kindergarten at Tootin’Hill elementary

school; Joan wasn’t even one year old yet. At the time, the house was a dark

brown color and surrounded by an army of trees. The interior of the house was

very 70s - faded orange rugs, dark brown wall panels. It felt very sullen and

serious. We cut down most of the trees that were close to the house to make it

more accessible to the sun and visible from the street view, so we could see the

kids playing in the backyard from the kitchen window, as we all know that bears,

bobcats, deers, coyotes, and foxes are frequent visitors. We painted the house to

a blue color to bring a more positive energy to the area. We gutted every and

each room from floor to ceiling. We painted our preferred wall color for each

person’s room and brightened up the house interior as well as exterior. Both kids

grew up in this house and this neighborhood, to love and be loved. In September



2007, we added a new member to our family - Lilly, a beautiful yellow Labrador,

who brought joy to our home and built countless memories with us.

We’ve asked ourselves why this happened- but there is no why, it just happened.

The lawn mower caught fire while it was stored in the garage and led to a house

fire. Because of this experience, we had opportunity to speak with fire fighters,

fire investigators and fire adjusters. We were told that lawn movers are the #1

cause for house fires, yet we had never even heard of it until it happened to us.

We all recovered okay from this incident, except Lilly. Although she was cared for

throughout the duration of this ordeal, she has suffered post-traumatic stress

disorder. She was housed at one of our relative’s home after the fire in Suffield,

and she has been experiencing stress grooming. She is going to be 14 years old in

August. We can’t wait to bring her home to be with us and resume her life again.

There is a mini dog park in the apartment complex, we hope she will like it and

make some friends.

We want to take this opportunity to THANK everyone who has helped us,

supported us, and prayed for us. We couldn’t imagine our lives without you all

being there for us. There are no words that can adequately describe our gratitude

towards each and every single one of you.

THANK YOU!!!

With LOVE,

Bob, Lin, Doug and Joan


